EUROFOTOART

2014

European Photography Festival

Every year, on the 9th of May, we celebrate the Europe Day to mark the historical declaration of the French Foreign
Minister, Robert Schuman, made on the 9th of May 1950. He presented then an economic cooperation scheme between
France and Germany, in order to extinguish the centuries-old rivalry between the two states. In 1985, The European
Council in Milan decided that the Europe Day should be celebrated every year, on the 9th of May.
In this context, the “Euro Photo Art Association”, in partnership with the European Commission`s Representation in Romania, Romania Cultural Institute and the European Parliament`s Information Office in Romania, will organize the sixth edition of the International Exhibition of Photographic Art, under the name of Eurofotoart – 2014. The only International Exhibition
of this kind in Europe, it is organized under the Ministry of Culture and is dedicated to celebrating the Europe Day.
This time, the salon will take place in the third edition of European Photography Festival - Romania 2014, organized
by the „Euro Photo Art” Oradea, in partnership with the Romanian Cultural Institute, the European Commission Representation in Romania, and Parliament Information Office European in Romania. The festival enjoys the patronage of the
Ministry of Culture.

Rules of “Eurofotoart” International salon of Photographic art
6th edition, 2014

1. A
. t the salon can participate amateur and professional photographers from all over the world, with pictures taken in Europe and shall
pay the fee which is the conditions of this Regulation. The organizers proposed to present Europe with the images accepted and awarded at
the International Exhibition.
2. Each author will participate in salon with six images in each section.
3. Sections of salon:
A. - Theme free
B. - Landscapes from Europe
4. Fee:

C. - European folk traditions
D. - Children in Europe

- 10 euro / section (for participants from European countries) or $ 14 (for participants from other continents)
- 25 euro / all sections (for participants from European countries) or $ 35 (for participants from other continents).
- For participants over 3 authors apply a 20% discount!
- Photo artists from Moldova, Ukraine, RP of China, Vietnam, India and Bangladesh, the fee will be 10 Euro or $ 14 regardless
of the number of photos included.
- Participation fees can be sent along with the CDs or PayPal: eurofotoart.ro@gmail.com address (transfer amount fee is payd
by each participant)
5.Entries can be sent digitally via:
- E-mail to: eurofotoart@gmail.com as attachment,
- Transfer by e-mail (WeTransfer)
- CD by post.
6. The file size must exceed 1Mb, with minimum 3000 pixels long side.
Each photo / file will have a code that corresponds to the docket, with title. Encoding will proceed as follows:
- First letter of the title will be the (A, B, C or D)
- Will follow a group of 4 letters (author’s choice)
- Last sign will be a number that will represent the image sequence number entered in section (under slip).
Coding groups will be separated by the symbol - (minus). Ex. -1 = A-AMRB thematic section free (open), Alberto, Figure 1 to Section A.
7. All work will be titles and entered in the docket, binding in English!
The list will be sent duly completed and complete electronically - via e-mail (eurofotoart@gmail.com) or on CD - signed by the author with
the contest works. Signature is certifying, in this way, the works belong to them and that they were made in Europe. Salon organizers are not
responsible for any violations of the Law no. 8 of 1996 from Romania (copyright law) by participants.
8. .Incorrect or incomplete filling of the entry form, entail the exclusion of the participant from the salon, no fee refund (the author still receive the catalog). Exclusion from jury will apply in the case of non-payment at time of the participation fee (the author will receive the catalog
after he/she payd).

9..Judging will be done via the Internet, giving jurors for each work entered in the salon, ratings from 1-10, without knowing the authors’
full name.
10..Accepted papers and awards: will enter the Euro Photo Art Oradea Heritage Association, with the right to use, in the interests of the
salon if the authors will agree with this. Organizers will use submissions for publication in our room and salon for promoting the international
salon media or other forms of advertisement. The authors will maintain the copyright to the images accepted and awarded. Organizers will
use these images only to promote the International Exhibition. Participants who do not want their works popularizing in the foregoing conditions shall expressly stipulated in the schedule to this notice.
11. Exhibition and awarding prizes:
- International Exhibition opening and awarding prizes will take place on Europe Day, on 09 May 2014, 12:00
- The Romanian Cultural Institute, Bucharest Alexandru Alley no. 38. and
- Gallery “Euro Photo Art” from Oradea, Piața 1 Decembrie no. 12
- International Exhibition will be presented in parallel in several cities of the country, European Photography Festival.
12. Judging decisions are indisputable
13..Artist photographers who payd the appropriate fee, shall prepare accurate and complete entry form will receive a free printed or CD
catalogue of the International Exhibition.
14. Entries can be submitted via CD or DVD:
By mail to:
Asociația Euro Foto Art
P.O. Box 220,
410 610 Oradea-1, Bihor - Romania

By express delivery to:
Asociația Euro Foto Art
Piața 1 Decembrie no. 12
Oradea - Romania (phone 0741/212111)

15..Participants who sent images and fee, together with the schedule of participation, are deemed to have accepted the conditions of the
Regulation for organizing the International Salon and conditions stated above.
16. International Exhibition Awards:
- Gold Medal “Carol Pop Szathmári - Szathmári Károly Pap,” each section *
- Silver Medal “Carol Pop Szathmári - Szathmári Károly Pap,” each section *
- Bronze Medal “Carol Pop Szathmári - Szathmári Károly Pap,” each section *
- Three plaques “Carol Pop Szathmári - Szathmári Károly Pap” in each section.
- Crystal Trophy “Eurofotoart” will be awarded to the artist photographer, who will be most accepted papers and will get
the most awards.
17. International Salon jury:
- Marcello Materassi E.FIAP / p ESFIAP (Italy) - President of the Jury
- Ioannis Lykouris E.FIAP, Hon EFIAP (Greece)
- Georg S.Holzmann E.FIAP, Hon E.FIAP (Germany)
- Branislav Brkic MFIAP, EFIAP/s, EsFIAP (Serbia)
- Anatol Poiată AFIAP (Republic of Moldova)
Reserve: Stefan Tóth AFIAP (Romania).
18. Salon schedule:
- Deadline for receiving works:...........................................................
- Judging:............................................................................................
- Results: ...........................................................................................
- Exhibition opening: . ........................................................................
- Sending catalog: .............................................................................

2014.04.10
2014.04.15 - 17
2014.04.20
2014.05.09
2014.06.15

19. Additional Information:
-.office@eurofotoart.ro, eurofotoart.ro@gmail.com, www.eurofotoart.com
- by phone: +40741/ 212111 - +40770/ 103500

Carol Pop de Szathmári - Szathmári Pap Károly Medals

Carol Pop Szathmári - Károly Pap Szathmári made the
first photographic reportage from the world during the
Crimean War (1853-1865). He was born on January
11, 1812 in Cluj and named Szathmári Károly Pap.
After establishing it in Bucharest (where he opened
his first photography workshop) was named as artist:
Carol Pop Szathmári. For his photographic work has
received honors from the Queen of England, the
Emperor of Austria, from Napoleon III of France and
the King of Spain.

Medals are numbered and registered with the State Office for Inventions and Trademarks of Romania!

